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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the DYNAMO field campaign, showing the locations of the 
scanning radars (dots with dashed circles for 150-km ranges), other major radiosonde sites 
(stars), and ocean buoys (yellow symbols). The black box indicates the region for which high-
resolution surface winds and simulations would be produced. Image courtesy of Chidong Zhang.  
 
 Using the DYNAMO dataset for assimilation and analysis in support of this work is ideal 
because the MJO is a critical component of the tropical atmosphere, and for CYGNSS to realize 
its full potential it must help improve understanding of the MJO. In addition, DYNAMO 
represents the best available in situ dataset for surface winds, moisture, and precipitation over the 
tropical ocean, and the proposed work will synergistically leverage ongoing DYNAMO-related 
data analysis and modeling efforts within the broader community, while also providing added 
value that will assist those other efforts. The proposed work is viewed as complementary to other 
possible approaches, such as synthetic CYGNSS data assimilation within a coarse-resolution 
global modeling framework. The proposed work will focus on three scientific objectives, all of 
which have direct relevance to supporting the planned CYGNSS mission, improving scientific 
understanding of the MJO, and addressing NASA Earth Science goals.  
 
1.2.1 Objective 1 - DYNAMO surface wind dataset synthesis 
 Produce a high-resolution surface wind dataset for multiple MJO onsets using WRF-
assimilated winds and other data from DYNAMO.  
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Background 
One of the most 
distinctive signals of the 
Madden-Julian Oscillation 
(MJO) is the upscale 
development and 
organization of convection 
in the Indian Ocean. 
 
Dynamics of the MJO 
(DYNAMO) campaign 
occurred in late 2011 – 
early 2012 to investigate 
this genesis stage. One of 
the best non-satellite wind 
datasets ever obtained 
over the ocean.  
The Cyclone Global Navigation Satellit  System (CYGNSS) mission can exploit 
this dataset to better understand the performance of the satellite constellation in 
regions of deep onv ction, in p rticular for characterizing the MJO. 
Three Scientific Objectives 
 
1.  Produce a high-resolution surface wind dataset for 
multiple MJO onsets using WRF-assimilated winds and 
other data from DYNAMO.  
2.  Use the DYNAMO datasets, along with available 
scatterometer observations, to study the causes and 
impacts of wind variability at spatial and temporal 
scales finer than those planned to be provided by 
CYGNSS, and the implications of these processes for 
CYGNSS observations.  
3.  Using a simulated CYGNSS dataset for the MJO, 
perform observing system simulation experiments to 
determine the benefits of CYGNSS for improving 
scientific understanding and forecasting of the MJO, 
particularly its genesis over the Indian Ocean.  
WRF Model Setup 
•  Advanced Research WRF 
•  A: 9-km resolution Indian Ocean domain  
•  B: 3-km DYNAMO quadrilateral domain 
•  C: 1-km high-resolution domain focused on Revelle 
•  40 sigma levels (more levels in lower troposphere) 
•  Can do nested 9-3-1 km runs, plus separate runs 
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CYGNSS E2ES 
 
•  1-second run on 11/24/11 
•  CYGNSS L2 winds plotted 
on top of WRF output wind 
field 
•  Captures enhanced winds in 
developing tropical cyclone 
•  Python module (PyGNSS) 
Ø  Updated to Python 3 
compatibility 
Ø  NASA NTR filed 
Ø  Need to post latest 
version 
Ø  In use at MSFC/UAH 
December	  2011	  MJO	  Event	  
•  “Mini-­‐MJO”	  
•  Input	  data:	  
3dvar	  data	  
assimilaIon,	  
1230	  UTC	  to	  
2030	  UTC	  
•  Wrfout	  
reﬂecIvity:	  
Focus	  on	  12/21	  12:30-­‐20:30	  UTC	  
•  1	  day	  of	  simulaIon	  
(12/21)	  
•  1	  second	  increments	  
•  Clear	  MJO	  enhancement	  
of	  winds	  at	  large	  scale	  
	  
October	  2011	  MJO	  Event	  
•  Completed	  WRF	  run	  
assimilaIng	  TOGA	  radar,	  
S-­‐Polka	  radar,	  sounding	  
data,	  buoy	  data,	  ASCAT	  
data,	  OSCAT	  data	  
•  Found	  Ime	  period	  with	  
potenIal	  ou]low	  
boundary	  to	  focus	  on	  for	  
a	  higher	  temporal	  
resoluIon	  WRF	  run	  	  
–  3	  min	  output	  
End-­‐to-­‐End	  Simulator	  
•  Ingested	  WRF	  3	  min	  output	  
ﬁles	  from	  12z	  to	  13:54z.	  
•  SimulaIon	  start	  Ime:	  
–  12Z	  Oct	  26	  2011	  
•  1	  second	  increments	  =	  
86,400	  samples	  taken	  
•  Had	  to	  manipulate	  orbit	  
start	  Ime	  in	  order	  to	  obtain	  
specular	  points	  over	  the	  
area	  of	  interesIng	  during	  
the	  2	  hour	  window	  
•  Selected	  orbit	  start	  Ime	  of:	  
–  750z	  Oct	  26,	  2011	  
Zoomed	  in	  ﬁgure	  on	  
next	  slide	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Summary 
 
Three MJO onsets being investigated w/ WRF and E2ES 
 
•  November 2011 MJO 
•  December 2011 MJO 
•  October 2011 MJO 
All demonstrate strong large-scale MJO signal in wind 
speed, which is reflected in the simulated CYGNSS 
observations 
 
Continuing to drill down to smaller spatial/temporal scales 
to examine how well CYGNSS detects convective 
variability 
CYGNSS and Wind Power Applications 
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NOAA High-Resolution Doppler Lidar (HRDL) 
 
•  On Revelle for Cruises 1-3 (1 September - 6 December 
2011) 
•  HRDL scanning ability provided 20-min averaged vertical 
profiles of wind speed and direction from 12.5 m to ~2000 m 
•  12.5-m gate used to compare HRDL to scatterometers 
(OSCAT and ASCAT) 
•  Examine relationship between winds and mean square slope 
as Richardson number varies 
 
ObjecIve	  #2	  
ASCAT/HRDL OSCAT/HRDL 
ObjecIve	  #2	  

Summary 
•  HRDL works well as a validation tool for  
scatterometer-measured winds, and can relate these 
near-surface winds to vertical profiles 
 
•  Using Richardson number to identify and classify 
wind speeds by atmospheric stability may play a role 
in successful extrapolation of surface wind 
measurements to turbine height levels 
Data Assimilation and OSSE Work 
Observing System Simulation Experiments 
 
Goals:  
•  Determine how best to assimilate CYGNSS winds into a limited-domain, 
cloud-system-resolving forecast model 
•  Assess utility of CYGNSS observations for characterizing convective 
behavior during MJO onset 
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 The first step in this Objective is to make a background run with no data assimilated into the 
WRF model. This run will serve as the background field for all the 3DVAR data assimilation 
experiments. The background run will be validated with the CYGNSS nature run to evaluate the 
skill of the mesoscale model for MJO prediction. If the CYGNSS nature run actually 
encompasses the DYNAMO time period, DYNAMO observations will be a good resource to 
gauge the ability of the CYGNSS nature run and the WRF background run to represent typically 
observed processes during MJO onset.  
 Next, a new package in WRF 3DVAR will be built for CYGNSS data via modification of the 
current framework for assimilating QuikSCAT observations. The observational forward operator 
for CYGNSS data in WRF 3DVAR, along with its tangent linear and adjoint code, will be 
developed during this process. The minimizati n procedure will be kept the same as other types 
of observational data. This newly developed procedure will be tested to estimate its stability, 
noise level, and convergence rate. Tests then will be done to examine the necessary constraints 
on the assimilation of the CYGNSS-estimated surface wind speeds. 
 
Table 1. Proposed sample OSSE experiments under Objective 3. 
Experiment Data Assimilation 
Focus  
Model Domain Horizontal 
Resolution 
Background N/A 2- or 3-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km (also 
possibly 1.333-km)  
CYG CYGNSS data 2-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km  
CYG_NoRain CYGNSS data in 
heavy rain areas 
eliminated 
2-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km  
CYG_OBS CYGNSS data, basic 
multi-platform obs 
2-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km  
OBS Basic multi-platform 
obs 
2-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km  
OBS_DYN Enhanced obs from 
DYNAMO-style 
instrument array 
2- or 3-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km (also 
possibly 1.333-km)  
CYG_HiRes Higher-resolution, 
less accurate 
CYGNSS data 
2- or 3-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km (also 
possibly 1.333-km)  
Obs_Err Sensitivity exp with 
different observation 
error setup 
2-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km   
BG_Err Sensitivity exp with 
different  background  
error setup 
2-level nested 
domains  
12-km, 4-km   
 
  Table 1 lists some sample OSSEs that would be performed under this objective. The 4-km 
domain would be similar to the DYNAMO surface wind analyses (the box in Fig. 1). The 
simulations would focus mainly on the initiation phase of the MJO, where improved wind data 
Path Forward for OSSEs 
•  GEOS5 Nature Run (about 7-km, 30-min res), June 2005 thru May 2007 
•  Accessed online via OPeNDAP, ingest into Python environment with Pydap 
•  Write needed variables to E2ES-compliant file via xray module 
•  Investigating behavior of convection/”MJO” 
•  WRF for forecast experiments (9-, 3-, 1-km nested grids) 
•  Focus on DYNAMO domain 
